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* 

It is generally supposed that the sharp for-ward diffractive peak in high 
energy elastic scattering cannot be represented by meaningful Barrelet zeros 
and correspondingly that Barrelet-moment analysis of scattering data cannot 
deal effectively with the full angular interval -1 <case< +l.We have made 
a Barrelet analysis of rr+p elastic saattering and polarization data at Plab= 
1.770 GeV/c, including the entire forward peak but with a weight function for the 
determination of moments that assigns comparable importance to all angular 
intervals.We thereby achieve a 10-zero polynomial representation that adequately 
.fits all the data.Eight of the 10 zeros lie well inside the region of convergence 
of a polynomial expansion and the last two ,while closer to the ~sti~ated 
boundary,are still inside.We are led to suggest that the diffraction peak is 
associated with thue amplitude zeros. 

+ On leave from the University of paris VI,Paris,France. 

* This work was done with support from the United States Energy Research and 
Development Administration. 
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To the extent that the forward high-energy diffraction peak corresponds 
to exponential ~ependence on cos ecm ,one does not expect this peak to be 
associated with zeros of the scattering amplitude.Angular distributions of 
finite accuracy can of course always be represented by a finite-order polynomials 
in cose and a polynomial of order N is equivalent to N zeros, so any experimen
tally-measured forward peak may be represented through a sufficiently large 
number of zeros. But Barrelet has emphasized the distinction between true zeros 
of the amplitude and zeros that are artifacts of data fitting(l).Roughly 
speaking,the latter lie outside the domain of convergence of a polynomial 
expansion.Thus one might expect that a polynomial representation of a sharp forward 
elastic peak would involve many 11 distant 11 zeros that do not correspond to true 
amplitude zer,os.The Barrelet program( 2)--based on moment analysis of partial 
intervals in cose -- in fact has recommended that the extreme forward interval 
be ignored. The strong forward peak, it was argued ,has no relation to true( •nearby 11

) 

amplitude zeros and can only obscure the information residing in other angular 
regions~J). 

In practice,however, 11 nearby 11 zeros are found to occur in the neighborhood of 

cose =+1 and their determination requires attention to the region where the 
diffraction peak begins to be felt.It is unclear how much of the forward peak 
should be omitted in order to optimize information about t\'\'ue zeros.It has 
furthermore been found that,even when the interval containing most of the forward 
peak is omitted,the nearby-zeros polynomial representation of the remaining 

* data extrapolates reasonably well(e.g.within 10%) to the forward data .It is there· 
fore tempting to apply Barrelet•s moment analysis to the entire interval, 
including the smallest angles.The large forward peak may be prevented from overwhel-
ming the other angles in thecomputation of m9ments by employing a suitable weight 
function.We are here rep orting the results of such an analysis of rr+P elasti~ 
scattering at 1.77 GeV/c ,where maoJtlili:Hiferent measurements are available.Even 
though' the diffraction peak has a width of only - 0.1 in cose ,and looks e ponential 
in shape~Barrelet•s moment analy~is lead to a lO~zero polynomial that fits all 
the data including the forward peak.The surprising aspect of our result is that 
non~:! uf U~t:: "i:ci• zcrus is rei111J· 11 Jistant 11 .Eight of tba tan are well inside the 
domain of converqence of a polynomial espansion~and the remaining two although 
further from the physical region a.re still inside the usually estimated boundary. 

*At least up until the ~(1900) mass region in the elastic rr+P data analysis 

described in Reference 4 (See Ref.5). 
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Our selection of data at 1. 77 GeV/c is described in detail in Ref. (6}. A key 
ingre~ient in this selection was the extreme forward direction differential 
cross section that has been inferred from total cross section measurements in 
combination with dispersion relations (7)_ The accurate normalization-thereby 
given allowed data with systematic errors to be identified and eliminated. Our 
final selection of data is shown in Fig. 1, where one observes the·exponential: 
shaped forward peak in the differential cross section with a width of about 0.1 
in cos e. 

The standard Barrelet method of moment analysis(1.2)was applied( 6). To 

represent an angular interval a< case < b with a weighting norm np(cose ), 
Barrelet employs a set of orthonormal pseudopolynomi.als pt(cose ) such that: 

b 

Jd(case J pl.(case ) pl., (case ) np(case )= OH' 

a 

The differential cross section in this interval is then represented as 

the moments A£ being calculated from the formula: 

b 

AI. = J ~g (case ) pl. (case ) np(case ) d(case ) 
a 

When the latter quadrature.Js carried out with appropriate care, using data 
sufficiently dense in case. the statistical error on individual data points 
translates into statistical errors for the moments At.A corresponding analysis 
may be made of data on P ~g , P being the polarization, leading to a second set of 
moments B£ ,also with statistical errors. Barrelet then chooses the truncation 
points N1 and N2 for his expansions on the basis that A£ and B£ are expected to 
tend smoothly toward zero for £ sufficiently large. When the error in the moments 
beginsto overlap zero,Barrelet terminates the expansion. To go beyond this point 

is statistically meaningless. 

• 

• 
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The result of such analysis may be expressed through the zeros of a 

single function of the variable w = ei 9
, a function whose even and odd parts 

. do do are, respect1 ve ly, dn and P dn" The tota 1 number of zeros corresponds to 

the maximum t values included in the moment expansion. Barrelet originally 

developed his method for use with individual experiments that each covers 

a finite portion of the physical interval in cosQ.The zeros in complex 

cosQ (or w) which may be reliably determined are those near the part of 

the physical region that has been experimentally studied. Barrelet stressed 
. * that individual 11 nearby 11 zeros may be unambiguously established on the 

basis of data inadequate to a full amplitude analysis. 

For locating nearby zeros Barrelet remarked that the forward diffraction 

peak may be an impediment if t~e weighting 

norm np(cosQ) is chosen to be a constant. The strong forward peak then tends to 

dominate the moments -- with the consequence that data outside the forward. 

peak is not well represented. Barrelet, however, also stressed the possibility 

of a norm that assigns comparable importance to all angular intervals. 

For the data ·in question v1e have chosen 

.02 

-10 (1-cosQ) 
e + .02 

corresponding to the fact (see Fig. lb) that the differential cross section 

outside the forward peak oscillates about an ave~age magnitude~ 1/50 that 

in the forward direction. We have verified that the precise choice of norm 

is unimportant provided all angular intervals give comparable contributions 

* Apart from the so-called 11 discrete ambiguity 11
, which cannot distinguish a 

zero at w=a from a zero at w=(;=t) . We are not con~erned in this paper 
with resolution of the discrete ambiguity, although such resolution is,of 
course essential to determination of the amplitude. We deal elsewheret8) with 
the discrete ambiguity. 
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to the moment integrals. 

Our analysis of the entire set of data in Fig. 1 leads to the ten zeros 

* in Fig. 2, where we indicate the ring of convergence of a polynomial ex-

pansion if the nearest singularity in cosQ corresponds to rho-meson exchange. 

One sees that all ten lie inside this ring, although one is close to the 

boundary and has a position that is only roughly determined. The corres

ponding polynomial representation of the data, shown in Fig. 1, has a 
chi-squared per data point of 1.2 for ~~ and 1.4 for P There is no 

difficulty in fitting the sharp forward peak. Extrapolation to Q=O gives 

~~ = 12.63 , compared to 12.5 from the combination of total cross 

t . d d" . 1 t" . (?) sec 1ons an 1spers1on re a 1ons . 

We are thus led·to suggest that the "exponential" diffraction peak may 

be associated with true zeros of the scattering amplitude. By extending 

our analysis to higher energies we should be able to verify whether the 

two relatively-distant zeros in Fig. 2 are stable or whether they are 

phenomenological artifacts. In any case, we hav·e established that Barrelet

moment data analysis may be applied to the entire physical region without 

degrading the information contained in partial angular intervals. 

Aknowledgement: 
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* Our resolution of the discrete ambiguity may be regarded as arbitrary, 
although the choice shown is in fact suggested by unitarity - causality 

considerations that will be described elsewhere(8). 
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Figures 
~ 

l.(a) Polarization data from Ref.(9) . 
(b) Differential cross section with data selected from Ref(lO),according to 

Ref.(4). The arrow indicates the value of (do/dn)e=O from Ref. (7). 

2. Location of the 10 Barrelet zeros in the w complex plane.The dashed boundaries 
correspond to the rho pole as the nearest singularity.The choice of the 
resolution of the discrete ambiguity corresponds to the results of Ref.(B). 

(-4-) for (a), (·Gt-) fo.r (b), and(-?-) for (c). 
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